“SEND SHIPS- AND MORE SHIPS.”

A PLEA FOR THE SIEGE OF 1909.
Out of the soul stirring catastrophe, which these late days has made fair Italy's fairest South a
sepulcher and filled two hemispheres with the sympathy which makes all hearts akin, one
message has rung with world-arresting force. It came from the lips of the King — that monarch
whom report has it has been found in the thick of his people’s sorrow, feeling and bearing the
crushing burden which has fallen upon them — and it began and ended a pathetic, nay
passionate appeal for help. “Send ships”, began the message, going on to tell what cargoes
would be of the most vital service, and then, as if to press the urgency of the need, concluded
with the cry, “Send ships — and more ships!”! It was the natural outpouring of a heart stricken
into speech by appalling conditions and by the scarcity of remedy and relief.
So, in a spiritual sense, I have with the dawning of a new year, looked over the ravages made by
the upheaval of the citadels of character and conscience — the upheaval of sin. Although the cry
of its victims as well as the horrible shouts of its devotees is ever in our ears, with the passing of
another of time’s milestones we seem to realize in a new and terrible sense, the havoc this mighty
and yet infernal force has worked and is working every day in the lives and souls around us. I see
how much of the misery which men lay at the door of misfortune can be attributed only to sin. I
see how many mouths are hungry, how many feet are cold, how many frames are shivering, how
many hearts are breaking, all on account of wrongdoing, wrong thinking, wrong being. I see the
long line of applicants and thick sheaf of letters representing the despairing in our Anti-Suicide
Bureau. I see the gloom on men's faces telling of souls in chains. I see the heartbreak in women's
eyes telling of spirits giving up the struggle. I see the hardening lines on children's faces telling
of tender natures, already warped by evil. I see the drunkard staggered to and fro; I see the
painted face with the mark of death upon it at the street corner; I see the mother maddened by
the crying of a starving babe; I see the overflowing jails; I see the frequent passing of the hearse;
I see the ways of sins so crowded, and the crowds upon them traveling so fast — and as I look
at all this wreckage a great cry surges up in my heart and forces itself upon my lips, “Send ships—
and more ships!”
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I know that the work of rescue is going on; I know that over 3,000 officers and how many more
soldiers are sharing in the toils of mercy and Salvation in these United States; but I know, too,
the great chasm of woe yet to be bridged; I know the depth of want yet to be filled up, and
again I cried to every heart that beats in unison with the great love which gave itself in death on
Calvary, “Send ships — and more ships!”
The opening of the siege seems to me God-sent at such a time, for I cannot help but feel that
thousands of my comrades’ hearts are with my own surcharged with a sense of their individual
responsibility, and freighted with a burden of love and longing for the erring and sad which
needs immediate expression. Again and again we rally to special campaigns or merciful efforts
with what “ships“ of help and faith we have to send, but oh, that the siege shall bring additional
and unprecedented reinforcement — the “more ships” for which occasion calls and our hearts
yearn!
We have seen how pity for a physical suffering can unlock the sympathy and call forth the
generosity of millions of hearts, and shall our souls not burn with compassion and our hands
stretch out their limit of help when the awful consequences of the tragedy of sin are strewn
around us?
Oh, that in this siege, with the cry for ships of rescue ringing in our ears, we may help to load
some boat that will sweep the seas that lie between us and the smitten, and carry the rescue of
Christ’s Salvation which shall liberate the captive and rebuild the waste places! All the stores of
grace are at our disposal, but it is the vessels to carry them that are wanted. Are you in the fleet
of rescue? With the seething mass of starving, perishing, languishing, dying souls before my
eyes, their despairing, mourning lamentations in my ears, and with passionate pity and burning
yearnings for them in my heart, I cry:
“SEND SHIPS — and MORE SHIPS!”
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